DeLClustE: Protecting Users from Credit-Card Fraud Transaction via the Deep-Learning Cluster Ensemble
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Abstract—Fraud is the unlawful acquisition of valuable assets gained via intended misrepresentation. It is a crime committed by either an internal/external user, and associated with acts of theft, embezzlement, and larceny. The proliferation of credit cards to aid financial inclusiveness has its usefulness alongside it attracting malicious attacks for gains. Attempts to classify fraudulent credit card transactions have yielded formal taxonomies as these attacks seek to evade detection. We propose a deep learning ensemble via a profile hidden Markov model with a deep neural network, which is poised to effectively classify credit-card fraud with a high degree of accuracy, reduce errors, and timely fashion. The result shows the ensemble effectively classified benign transactions with a precision of 97 percent. Thus, we posit a new scheme that is more logical, intuitive, and timely fashion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rise in the adoption of computing devices to aid effective data processing and resource sharing has continued to attract adversaries. This has necessitated the deployment of systems to avert such threats. The growth in these attacks has also resulted in higher costs associated with the safeguarding of valuable resources shared across networks [1]. Attackers have become more proficient at exploiting flaws with access to privileges, aimed at financial gains – even with advances made in the medium of data sharing [2]. This remarkable evidence advances a digital revolution such that day-to-day living is impacted therein with the proliferation of buying/selling via such mode, platform(s), and adoption of credit cards that have consequently, exposed many users to more clever and complicated methods to steal considerable money [3]–[5]. The growing complexity of ICT and the frequency of threats have also increased the data required to successfully detect them. There is also a rise in the adoption of multi-staged, subterfuge attacks targeted at various levels of security as provisioned in many organizations. Another barrier to detection is that adversaries often disguise the true forms and nature of their assault – and rarely, take up abrupt spurts of suspicious behavior that are easily recognized by simple intrusion detection schemes [6]–[9].

Previous studies have continued to acknowledge the rise in trend/alarming growth in credit card fraud, which has continued to lower user trust (irrespective of the rise in the adoption of credit cards) [10]. Studies also note that such fraudulent activities have caused greater losses to the financial services industry. This has thus, positioned as imperative – many researchers that adopted statistical models in detecting malicious credit card transactions [11]. Implementing a stochastic model has its bottleneck – as malicious transactions are aimed to evade detection, and their respective performance is often hindered by model over-fitting, parameter selection, etc [12].

The limited availability of data and ‘censored’ results from previous studies – have also led to difficulties to advance this field as datasets contain ambiguities, partial truth, and noise. These, have led to improper selection of features, data encoding, poor learning convergence, and incorrect results from over-parameterizing, overfitting, and overtraining. This increases false-positives and true-negatives error rates. We resolve this via a robust search that will effectively classify observations and yield the expected values [13]–[16].

The continued complexity in credit-card fraud detection has left us all in a frenzy with the continued quest to tweak methods to evade detection (for adversaries) as well as means to curb all attacks/threats (for security experts). This, in turn, has made and left such task and business, both a continuous and inconclusive feat [17]. In the quest therein for improved frameworks, some studies have shown that such tasks also, yield models whose performance is continually degraded at intervals due to improper selection of features within the used dataset for training and testing therein [18]–[20]. Even with the use and adoption of intelligent, stochastic, and dynamic classifiers, credit-card fraud persists as adversaries continue to evolve their techniques.

Thus, our study seeks to explore the use of feature selection [21]–[23] that is capable of addressing the issues of optimization with appropriate feature(s) selection, and adequately training the framework to avoid pitfalls from over-parameterization and overfitting of the model using deep learning. We propose a deep-learning cluster model to aid credit-card fraud detection. This will help to explore, exploit and use observed data as well as seek the underlying stochastic
feature of interest to yield a robust output and ensure qualitative knowledge.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Credit-Card Fraud Detection: Review of Literature

The cost of financial crimes (globally) was estimated to be about $42 billion in 2018. With this, it is constantly on the rise – the financial services industry must employ systems that implement innovative fraud mitigation and prevention modes. Many methods for detecting abuse of a technical system [24, 25], are required. Fraud detection seeks to detect cases of fraud from logged data and user behavior [26]. Fraud management thus advances a step further to set up preventive measures. Oracle offers real-time detection and correlation capabilities of complex user behavior with use-case management – to result in its early detection and prevention via complex, multi-channel with reduced risk [27]. Fraudsters continue to seek effective means with improved complexity and circumvent border systems, which profile behavior at the point of access [28], and internal hacks that seek to steal client data and defraud valuable clients. Fraud monitoring should offer combined risk monitoring and detection analytics [29]. The system must intelligently correlate event alerts from various channels to offer optimal solutions via early fraud detection of multi-channel, and complex fraud, enhance client protection, and minimize risks [30]–[32].

Fraud is an unlawful act of possessing a valuable asset via intended misrepresentation. It is also associated with criminal cases such as embezzlement, theft, and larceny. It posits that an unknowing victim depends largely on a criminal's bogus claims for gains. It is committed by either an internal/external user. Today, credit cards have not only enhanced their usefulness in financial inclusion, but they have also attracted malicious attacks for gains [33], [34]. With credit cards easily targeted – crimes perpetrated with them are only discovered days afterward. Successful credit-card fraud techniques include (not limited to): (a) card-cloning and acquiring user’s data, and (b) vendors’ over-charge without cardholder’s awareness [35], [36]. When banks lose money to card fraud, a cardholder is partly or wholly made to pay for such loss via many means that include higher interest rates, and reduced benefits. Thus, it is in both cardholders’ and banks’ interest to reduce fraudulent acts on a card [17], [37], [38].

In [39], the RBF model used 7 features and the trained RBF recognizes a packet as an attack, it is sent to a filter alarm. Else, it is classified as a normal packet. Profiles were constructed via stream sampling. Results showed that we can: (a) accurately profile packets, and (b) identify anomalies in low false-positive and false-negative. As routers exchange data, they capture key-feats in each packet – allowing them to profile the packets, and increase their rate and confidence in detection. Also [40] posited a distributed change aggregation trees (CATs) detection scheme. It lets the router detect minor shocks in data – which is then investigated and events correlated at the different sessions. The router then proactively terminates the session (if it detects an attack is imminent). In [41], the supervised memetic rule-based model used 7-feats to monitor, inspect and detect packet rates. However, [1] sought to extend the work [41] via deep learning, an unsupervised modular network that captures a packet's key feats used as a profile to help analyze and classify packet patterns in a traffic session as either the normal or a DDoS attack.

B. Data Gathering / Sample Population

Datasets are transactions generated through the Central Bank of Nigeria e-channel having 41,667 records with 15 feats as in Table I, which shows a description of the collected dataset including cardholder and transaction data. We split the dataset into training (70%) and Testing (30%) as in [18], [42], [43].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. DATASET DESCRIPTION, DATA TYPES, AND FORMAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUBAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billing Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date/Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Gap Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily Tran. Limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly Transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freq. Trans. Types</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Parameter / Features Tuning

A critical issue in machine learning is the formatting of data, the selections of feats/parameters of interest to understudy, properly encode the chosen dataset, and tuning the parameters to avoid model overfitting and overtraining to mention a few. Datasets are often rippled with inconsistencies, ambiguities, partial truths, and noise – such that selecting optimal parameters for a model, and encoding it by mapping to the required form a model understands – is a herculean feat and task. To transform our parameters and map them to the dataset, we use the Pandas data type Library as in the listing 1 algorithm [44]–[46].
Algorithm 1: Data Description for DeLClustE Algorithm

Input: Features are Selected
Output: Features are Converted to Appropriate Data Type
Initialize DeLClustE with Select Parameters
For Each Selected Parameter do
  if Feature Selected is Non-Numerical then
    Category for the Data Type is Generated
  End if
End For

D. Experimental DeLClustE Ensemble

Fig. 1 details our hybrid ensemble leveraging the work of [47]. The ensemble leans on two-components namely: the profile Hidden Markov model and deep-learning neural network. The selected training data forms a cluster of parameters that are passed via a PHMM represented as thus: (a) circles are delete-states for unclassified rules, (b) rectangles as accurately matched states that classify rules into class types, and (c) diamonds are insert-states to update the rules knowledgebase. As PHMM moves between the states, its insert and match states observe the emission state with probabilities corresponding to B. Thus, computes the probabilities via a forward algorithm, and computes the frequency of the number of rules each state emits [48]. Lastly, the delete state lets a PHMM pass through the gaps in the model to reach other emission states. The gaps in the model prevent it from over-fitting and over-parameterization [47], [49], [50].

DNN in its bid to learn, and adapt useful selected parameters via a carefully constructed deep, multilayer net that aims to improve forecast precision. Its hidden layer often transforms [51] data non-linearly and passes it on from a previous layer to its next [52]. With learning handed over to the DNN, [53] stressed that the DNN trains itself using 2-stages namely pre-training, and fine-tuning. It learns and resolves each task posed to it thus: (a) first, it groups all training data into cliques, to find the center point of each clique, (b) it then trains each clique of the DNN [54], learning the various features of each data subset, (c) third, it then applies a test data to previous clique centers to detect the outlier(s) in the pre-trained DNNs, and (d) lastly, it aggregates the output of each DNN as the final result of outliers [40]. A detailed description of the benchmark DNN is described in [55]. Also, the experimental ensemble yields a 3-phase model as in Fig. 1 [56]–[59].

The stages are as thus [14], [52], [53], [60]–[62]:

1) Step 1: Separates the data into clusters (train and test).
   DNN computes cluster centers and uses them as initialization centers to yield test datasets. The data attributes are structured as data points and aligned to meet the classes [63]. The model revises the cluster counts and sigma to improve its performance. The shortest distance between a data point and each cluster center is measured, and a data point's proximity to a cluster classifies it. DNNs use the training sets created by clusters as input. The number of DNNs in training equals the number of cliques. Each DNN consists of 5 layers (input, 2-hidden, softmax, and output). Each training subset is used to train the hidden layer, and the top layer is a 5D output vector. Each training created by the $k\text{-th}$ clique center is sent back to the $k\text{-th}$-DNN.
   And each sub-DNN is trained, and labelled from 1 to k [64], [65].

2) Step 2: Generates a k-dataset of data via previous clique center obtained from clusters in Step 1. Test sub-datasets are represented by the letters Test-1 via Test-k [56].

3) Step 3: The test dataset is then, fed to the k-sub-DNNs that are trained as in step 1. Each DNN output is combined as the final result to analyze the positive detection [62].

E. Hyper-Parameter and Ensemble Optimization

A critical issue is that of tuning the parameters with values beyond the ensemble. They ripple across the model as hidden elements (hyper-parameters) [66]–[68] to impact its behavior – via targeted learning to optimize. Thus, we adopt the modular neural network [69]. As the model learns these feats directly via training data, it resolves the issues of over-parameterization, poor generalization, and model over-fitting [1], [70]–[72].

Handling these hyper-parameters is detailed in [57] thus:

1) Learning Rate hyper-feat regulates what weight and how much of it on the network must be modified for gradient loss. A smaller value yields a slower slope. This feat defines how easily a network abandons learn beliefs, in favor of new ones. A small learning rate value implies that a network can quickly distinguish
We choose the number of neurons vis-à-vis the hidden layers via a trial-and-error mode that analyzes the results to achieve its best fit with the least amount of training error. The best number of layers to be used was discovered by first conducting experiments on a single layer with 1-to-15 neurons to determine which produces the highest f-score with the least (constant) amount of training loss time (see Table II).

As in Table III, the addition of a second hidden layer with the greatest number of neurons to generate the highest f-score resulted in the overall best feasible hidden layer arrangement.

### TABLE III. SECOND HIDDEN LAYER CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hidden Layers</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Train Loss</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9, 1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.996</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 3</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.884</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 4</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.590</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 5</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.731</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 6</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 7</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.130</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 8</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.929</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 9</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.237</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 10</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.765</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 11</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.010</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 12</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.620</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 13</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.760</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 14</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.059</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9, 15</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.421</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Discussion of Findings

To evaluate how well the ensemble performed against known benchmarks, a comparative result(s) is seen in Table IV – with detection accuracies of 0.89 for PHMM, 0.78 for GANN, 0.91 for MNN, 0.96 for DNN, and 0.92 PHMM-DNN respectively. We also have that Fig. 2 shows the mean-time convergence for the various ensembles. We created a total of 22 rules. Table IV shows that rules can effectively identify/detect more than 60-to-82 percent of the cases in the dataset.

*Fig. 2. Mean convergence time for experimental ensemble.*
That is, the test phase of the model with 12,500 records reveals that we accurately identified the majority of the models, 11,411 benign cases as agreed by [73], [74]. The result showed 11,410 benign threats from the test dataset are correctly grouped (i.e. true-positives). The result showed that 31-detected cases were erroneously labeled and agreed with [75]–[77] as false-positive; Also, 776 wrongly detected threats (i.e. false-negative) and 283-correctly recognized malicious instances labeled as true-negative. Thus, for true-positive cases, the model predicted positive (correctly) and also predicted negative (correctly) for true-negative cases. Conversely, sensitivity and specificity rates were computed with standardized tests for our test data [78], [79]. These results are expected to be more efficient.

IV. CONCLUSION

We created a total of 22 rules, with classification accuracy range and fitness [0.6, 0.82] for the top rules (i.e. 60% of generated rules can sufficiently categorize the dataset). Thus, the ensemble effectively/correctly identifies fraudulent transactions and simultaneously improves the generality of rules to allow new datasets and their associated produced rules, to be added to the knowledgebase. Detection often filters all requests on a network, analyses all to separate compromised clients from those that are uncompromised, and also, provides security measures as appropriate actions. The performance of these ensembles may be hampered by error rates for erroneously classified and misidentified data points generated by the scheme and/or model.

Through trade-offs between the frequency of false positives and false negatives, an ideal approach correctly classifies all requests with nearly zero error rates of false positives or false negatives. With the increasing trend of intrusion threats and activities, it is critical to develop new methods and updated security monitoring systems that provide a high chance of detection and timely warning of intruder attacks. The goal of this research is to adapt a hybrid ensemble to monitor cardholder transaction flow patterns on a network, predict possible fraudster and adversary behaviors, and boost the effectiveness of banking platform (e-channel) network security when and if the level of threat changes.


